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Benjamin Buckley

From: Bethany Howard
Sent: Tuesday, September 12, 2023 1:17 PM
To: Historic District Commission (Staff)
Cc: Gabrielle Sherrer
Subject: Additional Wall for Dexter Ave. Mural Project
Attachments: Dexter Ave. Winners.pdf; Dexter Mural Open Call PDF.pdf; 12512 Dexter HDC APP.pdf; 

12512 Dexter - Addl Wall .png

I am writing to inquire about the possibility of adding this application to tomorrow's September 13th hearing. 
We had previously assigned all of our walls, but one of the walls on our list is scheduled for demolition in 
Spring 2024. 

In an effort to find a replacement wall quickly, we have scoped the building in the application and are hopeful 
that a decision can be made soon. 

I understand that this is a busy time, but I would be grateful if you could consider adding our application to the 
meeting agenda. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

 Please refer to the attachments for application review:  
1. "12512 Dexter Proposed Mural Location" for current picture of the location with mural space mark-up. 
2.  "Dexter Mural Open Call" for narrative scope of work which speaks to the project.   

a. Upon assessment the business is vacant and wall in intact with a small opening that may have 
been created during demolition or vandalism.  

b. Sintex is the artist that will create the mural on the wall and her proposed mural/conceptual 
rendering for 12512 Dexter is attached as "Dexter Ave. Winners."  

i. Paint options varies among the artists - -All artists must use paint that is durable and 
sustainable for outdoor public artwork. 

3. Completed HDC project review request is labeled "12512 Dexter HDC APP." 
 
 

Bethany J. Howard, MCD 

City Walls Project Manager 

City of Detroit - General Services Dept. 
Blight Remediation Division 

6333 Huber 

Detroit, MI 48211 

(313) 542 - 2171 | LinkedIn Profile 

Follow our City Walls Instagram Page 
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